1 **Vocabulary** journey adjectives
   Replace the adjectives in *italics* with their opposites.
   
  dangerous difficult long slow

   Last year, a group of explorers went on a *safe*_ journey to Antarctica. The journey was very *fast*_ and *easy*. Because of the cold weather, they travelled for a *short* time and they arrived after three weeks.

2 **Vocabulary** journey, travel or trip?
   Circle the correct option.
   
   1 My *journey/ travel* to work each day is long and boring.
   2 How was your business *journey/ trip* to Seoul?
   3 Every year many people *travel/ trip* to warm countries for a holiday.
   4 We went on a *journey/ travel* to Budapest for the weekend. What an amazing city!
   5 Do you prefer to *trip/ travel* by plane or by train?
   6 How long is the Wildebeest’s *journey/ trip* every year?

3 **Vocabulary** online writing
   Put the letters in the correct order and write the words.
   Carl Farrel is a *1 BGLORGE* for a travel *2 IBEWSET*. He travels a lot and he writes *3 SPOST* about his journeys. He often *4 APLODUS* videos of the places he visits. He asks readers to contact him on his *5 HGEPAEOM* to ask a question about his trips or to leave a *6 TENMCOM* on his articles.

   1 b________________
   2 w________________
   3 p________________
   4 u________________
   5 h________________
   6 c________________

4 **Vocabulary** revision
   Circle the odd one out.
   
   1 Travel verbs: drive fly *ship*
   2 Travel nouns: flight sail *journey*
   3 Positive adjectives: delicious terrible useful
   4 Negative adjectives: dangerous easy tiring

5 **Grammar** past simple: negatives and questions
   Complete the sentences and questions with *did* or *didn’t* in the correct place. Make any other changes necessary.
   
   1 He *go to London last week.*
   2 *They buy a new car?*
   3 *She travel by train.*
   4 *The pilots have a good map of Europe?*
   5 *I write a post about the journey.*
   6 *Doctor Lee enjoy her trip?*

6 **Grammar** comparative adjectives
   Complete the sentences with the comparative form.
   
   1 A plane journey is *faster* (fast) than a train journey.
   2 A holiday in a hotel is *more expensive* (expensive) than a camping holiday.
   3 The original book was *more interesting* (interesting) than the film version.
   4 Antarctica is *bigger* (big) than Australia.
   5 Travel by air is *safer* (safe) than travel by sea.
   6 Cliff diving is *more dangerous* (dangerous) than mountain biking.

7 **Grammar** superlative adjectives
   Write the superlative forms.
   
   1 large
   2 long
   3 easy
   4 expensive
   5 good
   6 amazing